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The ages of the evil main players of “End Times” the Beast , False prophet and 8th King. 

    

By Official White House Photo by Pete Souza - P120612PS-0463 (direct 
link)https://web.archive.org/web/20160227060205/https://www.whitehouse.gov/administration/president-obama (Official White 
House page - direct link), Public Domain, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=23956389 

Barrack Hussein Obama was born August 4th 1961 he became the 44th President of the USA on Jan 
20th 2009 did a second term until Jan 20th 2017. Obama is the first half cast black American 
president the beast of Rev 13:1-10, according to prophecy and historic fulfillments of scripture in 
both the book of Revelation and Daniel as of 2021 he is now 60 years old he has a Muslim faith.

    

By Адміністрація Президента України, CC BY 4.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=78111729

Recep Tayyip Erdogan was born 26th February 1954 he become the 12th President of Turkey on 28th 
August 2014 onwards till he dies. He is a devout Sunni Muslim the new Caliph Sultan of Islam he is 
now 67 years old as of 2021. Erdagon is the False Prophet of Rev 13:11-18 now on the world scene.

    

By Jeffrey Bruno from New York City, United States - This file has been extracted from another file: Canonization 2014- The Canonization of 
Saint John XXIII and Saint John Paul II (14036966124).jpg, CC BY-SA 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=32436736
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Pope Francis 1 was born on 17th December 1936 as of 2021 he is now 85 years old, he is a Jesuit and 
of the Catholic faith he also embraces the Islamic faith saying they worship the same God. Pope 
Fancis 1 is the first Jesuit Pope the 8th Pope since the 1929 Lateren treaty was signed making him a 
Pope King his papacy began 13th March 2013 onwards till he dies, Rev 17:10-11 the 8th king son of  
perdition.

    

In this photo taken March 27, 2014, President Barack Obama meets with Pope Francis at the Vatican.  (Pablo 
Martinez Monsivais/AP) 

Erdogan and Obama photo Photo by Glenn Fawcett source:  
https://www.flickr.com/photos/68842444@N03/14962273398 

Pope Francis and Erdogan meet Nov. 27, 2014 - Source: Gokhan Tan/Getty Images Europe

The First Beast of Rev 13:1-10 “Obama” is 60 years old (2021).

The False Prophet Beast of Rev 13:11-18 “Erdagon” is 67 years old (2021).

The 8th King Beast of Rev 17:10-11 “Franics 1” is 84 years old (2021).

The Rev 13:1-10 beast “Obama” was involved in ripping up three horns in the 2010-2011 Arab Spring 
uprising as found in Dan 7:8 (end time beast from sea/man of sin prophecy). These three horns are 
reffered to by name as 3 nations that will be at the King of the norths heals. That he will have power 
(USA) over them and their riches as found in Dan 11:23. You find the three nations Obama delt to in Dan 
11:23 were Libya (Obama killed Gaddaffi), Egypt (Obama forces Egyption president resignation) and 
Ethiopia (Yemen and Ethiopia have anchient intimate connections going back 6000 years both have 
Ethipian decendants.the quenn of Sheba in the bible is dais to have ruled over Ethiopian these nations) a 
prophecy from 2700 years ago came to pass in the  2010-2011 Arab Spring uprising. 

Dan 11:43  He shall have power over the treasures of gold and silver, and over all the precious 
things of Egypt; also the Libyans and Ethiopians shall follow at his heels. (NKJV)

Obama was involved in loosing the Rev 13:5-7, 42 months “War aginst the saints” from June 2013 – Jan 
2017 he created a terroist vacuum in the Middle East in 2011 by withdrawing all USA troops from the 
region against advice it would create a terroist nest.  Then over the next 3.5 years from June 2013 up to 
2.3 million Christians were destyroyed or removed from Iraq and Syria, today only 250 thousand remain 
in Syria and 150 thousand in Iraq. Obama is a confessed Muslim pushing Muslim advancement with 
Muslim Brotherhood connections his family members are muslims from Africa with ties to the Muslim 
Brotherhood, he held Muslim Brotherhood meeting through CAIR (Council on American-Islamic 
Relations) in the White House. Obama has been advanceing Islam through the UN (Global Compact 
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Immigraton agreement, UN anti hate speech Islamphobia law). Obama is a known socialist marxist he 
was mentored by Frank Marshell Davis a known communist. Obama attended socialist conferences as he 
confessed in his book “Dreams from my Fathers”. Obama has well documented socialist connections hes 
a Democrat liberal socialist both commuism and socialism trace their roots to Karl Marx.
See: https://www.aim.org/aim-column/obamas-communist-mentor/  

Obama was in the Black Panthers and supports Black Lives Matter a socialist group that worships the 
dead as a cult. Obama is a New World Order/Agenda 2030 believer a Freemason with heavy ties to the  
UN, the last Holy Roman Empire feet and toes of Dan 2. He is part of the Rev 17:12-14  “WW3” 10 horn 
Hybred war with the 10 Kings, an economic, political, medical, cyber hybred war against the Lamb to try 
and change times and seasons to exert world domination and control of the masses (began Dec 2019 with 
Covid 19). As a senator in 2005 Obama was involed in setting up bio weapon labs in the Uktraine, he also
funded the Wuhan bio lab on China the Covidb19 virus is said to have come from. Obama has sown 
policies into the nations as a hindrance to God’s final harvest Rev 14:14-16 (Covid 19, Project hammer 
and scorecard election stealing programes). 

Tomi Arayoni a negro USA Prophet from UK 20:2:22 on Its Supernatural Sid Roth

He had a dream before Obama came into power in 2008 where he saw the then candidate Obama (2008). 
Obama walked into a kitchen area and pours himself a bowl of cereal and he says “I’m going to be 
the president of the United States of America and people are going to vote for me, they are going to 
let me in. I will then put policies into the earth that are going to destroy the earth forever and I’m 
going to get away with it because I’m black”. Then he awoke from the dream terrified he remembered 
his father asked him “who is going to win the presidency? and Tomi said “Obama”.

Dan 8:25  "Through his cunning He shall cause deceit (political policies/deception elites puppet) to 
prosper under his rule (as President 2009-2016 then 2020 behind Biden shadow government 3rd term); 
And he shall exalt himself in his heart. He shall destroy many in their prosperity (causing worldwide
economic crash through his agendas and policies of the elites UN etc). He shall even rise against the 
Prince of princes (war aginst the aints 2013-2017 and 10 horn war Dec 2019 onewards Covid 19); But 
he shall be broken without human means (Christs return).   (NKJV)

Obama is also a citizen of the Holy Roman Empire from a generational Muslim family he was born in 
1961, his father was a Kenyan citizen at the time. Kenya was a colony of Britain that gained its 
independence in 1963 up untill then it was a Holy Roman Empire nation, this made Obama a Holy 
Roman Empire citizen through his father. Obama continues his course working with the Holy Roman 
Empire Elites/UN in their agneda for the advancement of a New World Order.

The false prophet “Erdagon” of Rev 13:11-18 this man is a devout Muslim (Muslim Brotherhood) he is 
heavely connected to the Muslim brotherhood and terroism in the Middle East and aginst Israel through 
supporting Hamas in Palistine with a vision to destroy Israel as a nation. Erdagon built 22 dams along the 
Euprhates River in Turkey, the source of the river stemming its flow causing it to begin drying up as it 
flowed into Syria and Iraq in 2009, the same year Obama appeared as USA president on the world stage. 
The 6th bowl and 6th Trumpet are both along the Euphrates River causing conflict where a third of men 
are being killed in the region, as the river dries up in prophecy. The false prophet has caused this dryig up 
which makes way for the Kings of the East (Islam) to come against Israel in the Great Tribulkation Math 
24:21..
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Erdagon is promoting passionately “Islam” across the world through the UN which consisits of one third 
Islamic nations. Erdagon has turned Turkey back to extreme Islamic ideals under Sharia law from being a
democracy after the Ottoman defeat of WW1. He has positioned himself as the new Islamic caliph King 
of Islam a Sultan he is recognised across the Muslim world as such. Erdagon has built himself a 600 
million dollar Ottoman styled palace, he built and set up the statue image of the beast (Ottoman Islam) 
outside the front doorstep to his palace unveiling it in July 2017. 

He has been involved in the war aginst the saints (2013 -2017) with Obama through supporting Isis with 
training, provision buying oil from them and healing Isis wounded in his Turkish hospitials along with 
weapons supplies. He is advancing Islams cause into Syria and the surrounding region to re-establish old 
Ottoman borders the revival of the head that was wounded Rev 13:3. He has been attacking Christians the
Kurds with missile fire from above, shutting down Christian churches confiscating the buildings and 
lands into Turkish ownership. Erdagon moves in false signs and wonders even using 9 foot high 
holograms of himself to speak to crowds at meeings and healing the sick at meetings.

He has become the lead voice for all of Islam (1.9-2.1 billion people) through been given the OIC 
(Organisation of Islamic Cooperation) leadership by Egypt a position overseeing 57 Islamic states.  He 
called fire down from heaven in sight of the entire world in 2015 when he shot down the Russian fighter 
jet over the Turkish borders all seen on international media. He moves in false signs and wonders he has 
meeting with thousands using holograms to speek through. He is also advancing Islam through the UN 
leading the charge with the Anti hate speech Islamphobia law (Mark of beast law) to cause nations to bow
down to Islam stripping freedom od speech from nations basically shutting down the ability to speak truth
to share the gospel. Erdagon has the 8th largest military in the world consisting of 750 thousand armed 
men and woman whom are mostly muslim.

Islam is now part of the Holy Roman Empire through the UN as members of the UN. Islam has had close 
ties with Germany in WW2 islamic forces fought for Hittler killing Jews Germany is also a G7 member 
directly assoiciated with the UN. Under Sharia law that Erdagon is instigating to millions under his 
influence you cannot buy or sell unless you are Muslim or its sexual slavery or Jihad for you. Many 
Sharia Law regions now exist in European nations where local police wont enter into those areas. 

The Rev 17:10-11  8th King beast “Pope Francis 1” is the first acknowleged Jesuit Pope coming to power 
after the resignation of his predecessor Pope Benedict the first Pope to resign in over 600 years. Pope 
Francis 1 seemingly and knowingly denies the salvation of Christ saying he is not God that Christs words 
are not from God either (Jesuit doctrine) to the public, he has a dark history going right back into the 
Argentina war where he was head of the Jesuit order durring that dark time where over 9000 people were 
tortured and murdered by the Argentinian dictatorship, at a time known as the Dirty war. Francis made 
some decisions that are disputed condeming several people including two Jesuit priests who were 
captured and tortured for several months (see: https://newrepublic.com/article/112656/pope-francis-and-
argentinas-dirty-war-what-he-knew
see: https://returntotradition.org/did-pope-francis-publicly-deny-the-divinity-of-christ/).

In Rev 17:11 Pope Fancis 1 is mentioned as the 8th King beast who will go to perdition (destruction) 
because of his evil corrupt sins, God sees and knows all. Pope Franicis is the 8th Pope since the Vatican 
became its own nation state in 1929 with the Lateran Treaty turning popes into Pope Kings. If you know 
anything about the Jesuit order they are the sworn enemies of Christians, Jesuits take an oath to be dead 
inside to any love or compassion towards others to destroy Christrianity, Pope Farncis 1 is a devout Jesuit
whom enbraces Islam saying they worship the same God Allah ? he is found kissing the Quran at Mosque
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visits absolute heresy and double standards. The Vatican has heavy influence over world politics and 
affairs it is steeped in corruption and found as the city on seven hills in Rev 17:9 the woman the harlot 
(church ) who rides the beast it is the second wealthiest organisation in the world apart from the 
Rothschilds that run Vatican finances. 

The Vatican is the head of the Babylonian world systems tied into the rich merchants of Rev 18:3 and 
Rev 18:23 that decieve the nations through their sourcery (Pharmakia/drugs/vaccines). The Holy Roman 
Empire is the feet and toes of Daniel 2, that Jesus the Rock comes to destroy at His second coming return.
The Vatican has huge influence with the UN the EU and the IMF, it seats itself in a postion over world 
leaders it has its tentacles in every nation around the world. The Vatican was admitted as a non member 
state into the UN in 1964 a permanent observer status it has observer missions in the UN in New York 
and Geneva to influence decisions and recommendations. This Vaticans position as a non member state at
the UN enables it to vote in variouse UN conferences to participate in the General Assembly discussions 
and agreements, it truly is commiting harlotry with the nations and its own agenda as the Holy Roman 
Empire. The UN is an organisation that hates true Christians it’s the Dragons seat of power.

It was actually two Roman Catholic priests that designed the UN flag of stars in a circle on a blue 
background based upon the woman of Rev 12 with 12:1 stars around her head (Vatican wicked woman 
reffered to as mother of the worlde wide church a twisted interpretation of truth). The Vatican and Islam 
embrace one another at the leadership level with Pope Francis 1 even saying they worship they same God 
and praying in Mosques. As said the UN is now made up of one third Islamic nations influencing world 
policy along with the Vatican so socialism and Islamic ideals are working and joining together 
converging under the banner of the UN. The Vatican and Islam for hundreds of years have both attacked 
tortured killed and maimed millions of Christians and Jews drunk on their blood Rev 17:6, killing many 
people groups over the centuries. 

Both have the same antichrist murdering corrupt spirit, both have changed their doctrines into doctrines of
demons and men with complete compromise as religiouse systems. Both worship Idols an abomination to 
God, both have false prophets at thier head as leadership. There is a saying all roads lead back to Rome 
this is so true in todays world when you begin to research things. God loves the people deceived under 
these systems He wants to save them yet he will destroy these systems of religion and evil at His return 
they are all part of Babylon Rev 18. God sys to His people come out of her (wicked woman) my people 
lest you come under her plauges Rev 18:4. As we can see all of the evil end times beasts as prophesied 
are now all in operation on the Earth, since 2009 (6th bowl/6th Trumpet) onwards time is short.

Israel as a nation re-born since 1948 is now 74 years old (2022) as Jesus Himself said in Math 24:32-34 
about the “Fig tree…. When its branch has become tender and put foruth leaves” (Israel re born as a
nation 1948). “This generation (Through modern science 85 years is consideed a modern generation) 
will by no means pass away till all these things take place” (This end times generation since 1948 will 
see all things fullfilled in the Book of Revelations up unto the return of Christ).
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The last “Holy Roman Empire” feet and toes has been around since 313AD the last End Times Empire 
of Dan 2 is now 1708 years old in 2021. 

The “Two Witnesses” of  Rev 11 are also alive and well as adult Christians in 2021, potentially a 
husabnd and wife walking in complete authority as one yet to be revealed by God as He empowers them. 

  

The Euphrates River began drying up in 2009 historic fact Erdogan the false prophet dammed the river
stemming its flow into Syria and Iraq. In the 6th Trumpet and 6th Bowl it states conflict and war comes 
along the Euphrates river that will eventually kill a 3rd of men in the region up untill Rev 16:16 
Armegeddon and His return in the 7th Trumpet. It says in the 6th bowl that unclean frog spirits increased 
deception goes out to the Kings of this Earth (since 2009 deception has flourished such as the Covid 19 
agenda the beginings of he ten horn war of Rev 17). Demonic frog spirits come out the mouth of the 
Dragon , False prophet and Beast of Rev 13 as the Euphrates River begins to dry up that has now 
occurred. 

This lets us know these end times Rev 13 beasts are here and now operating since 2009 all are well aged. 
Obama came onto the world scene in 2009, Herman Van Rompuy declared the New World Order (Holy 
Roman Empire world control) had also begun in 2009 the same year the Euphretes River began drying 
up, this is not a coincidence. The UN is promoting both socialism and Islam as a duel purpose joined 
together to destroy soverign democracies. The false prophets actions are to preprare the way for the Kings
of the East (Islam) to come against Israel as a nation, he has the 6th largest army in the world (Muslim) 
and has joined forces with Isis and Hamas. This is history in the making its happening now the stages are 
all set, know the times and seasons we are now in.  
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Erdogan built his 600 million dollar Palace that opened on August 30th 2014, after becoming president of 
Turkey. Then he built the 3000 seat Ottoman designed Bestepe peoples mosque next to his Palace it 
opened on July 3rd  2015, with the call of Adhan (Asan) the Salat (Muslim prayers) coming forth 5 times a
day. He then set up the above staute image to the wounded head (WW1 1st Trumpet Ottoman defeat the 
wounded head of Rev 13:3 that cleared the way for Israel to become a nation again by 1948) the statue 
was built not far from Erdagonms Bestepe Mosque giving his statue a voice of Islamic prayers. The False 
prophet as the new Caliph set up his Rev 13:11-18  statue image (July 2017) to the wounded head of 
the beast that recovers (WW1 Ottoman Kingdom defeat) outside his 600 million dollar Ottoman Sultan 
styled palace, at the front gate entrance. Erdogan then called many before it declaring he will kill and 
behead all his enemies just as prophecy states in Rev 13:14-15. 

According to historic fullfillments in these chapters and the ages of these end times players 
according to prophcy being fullfilled through history, we don’t have much time left Jesus is coming 
soon time is very short.

See Wikipedia Articles:

See: Recep Tayyip Erdoğan (The False prophet of Rev 13:11-18): 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Recep_Tayyip_Erdo%C4%9Fan  

See: Barack Hussien Obama (Antichrist first beast of Rev 13:1-10): 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Barack_Obama

See: Pope Francis 1 (8th King of Rev 17): https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pope_Francis 
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